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Prudential Regulation in an

Arti�ial Banking System

The above mentioned paper develops a small sale Agent-Based model of the maroe-

onomy in order to disuss regulation of the banking setor. The model features, �rms,

banks, private households, and a entral bank (setting the regulatory framework). Firms

produe onsumption goods that are onsumed by private households. Banks an pro-

vide onsumption loans to private households and investment loans to �rms. The authors

argue that banks are important for growth by supplying redit to produtive �rms. In

the model, striter apital requirements hamper eonomi growth by reduing the redit

supply of banks. Banks are found to be more important in downturns in order to provide

liquidity. Yet, in numerial explorations ounter-ylial apital bu�ers are not found to

be useful. Finally, the authors argue that not bailing-in low performing banks is useful

in order to not end up with Zombie-banks.

In my opinion, the paper addresses a highly relevant and topial issue using a sophis-

tiated model. Yet, I am not entirely onvined by the (far-reahing) poliy onlusions

derived in the paper.

First, I think some modeling assumptions have to be better explained. The following

questions emerged while reading the paper:

1. Why does (produtive) apital K not matter for the equity ratio in eq. 5?

2. What are the initial onditions when simulating following the protool as laid out

on p. 11. E.g. what is Xe

0
in eq. 9?

3. Before eq. 10 it is said that demand is equally distributed among all �rms. Why

do you introdue heterogeneous �rms in the �rst plae?

4. What is the rationale for eq. 12 and 13? Please provide a thorough disussion.

They are hard to grasp.

5. It ould be helpful to point out that the deposit interest rate (eq. 14) dereases

with exess demand for redits.
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6. What is Se

t
in eq. 16? In general, a table featuring all parameters and (!) variables

with their mathematial symbols ould be helpful to guide the reader.

7. The disussion of eq. 17 features the parameter N whih is not inluded in the

respetive equation. What is B? Does M in this equation represent maturity?

8. In the end of setion 2.7 it is said that onsumers sell land. What is land and how

is it modeled exatly. There is no other referene up to that point in the paper.

9. Eq. 24 seems inonsistent with equation 19�. Equation 25 seems inonsistent with

eq. 16 �. Please explain.

10. The modeling of the �nanial market trading (setion 2.10) is highly unusual and

hard to grasp. Maybe, the authors want to inorporate a simple and well-used

model suh as e.g. Westerho� (2008).

11. The ombination of eq. 33 and 34 seems �awed. Is Pt reursively de�ned by itself?

Regarding the analysis presented in setion 3 the following questions emerge:

1. I think the analysis provided in setion 3.1 whih ompletely shuts down the banks

is not very insightful. As stated on p. 31f. the presene of a apital depreiation

rate implies that without banks �rms will run out of produtive apital and thus

are doomed to fail without a supply of redit as provided by the banks. Please

disuss this more thoroughly.

2. The aggregate growth seems to be superimposed on the model by assuming exoge-

nous growth of onsumption and exports (driving the demand for goods). Please

disuss.

3. I am not entirely onvined that the apital share (as depited in �g. 7) will

ever inrease in time. I think this results from the inreasing returns (see �g. 8).

I have the feeling that the rate of rate of return should onverge to the apital

produtivity Φ = 0.1 (f. table 3) in the long run implying a long-run stationary

funtional distribution.

4. It seems that (at least in the baseline senario) a defaulting bank is replaed by

some exogenous institution that an always and perfetly meet the demand for

redit. I think this is a strong assumption in partiular regarding the analysis

whih onerns Zombie-banks. The assumption presented in setion 3.4 seems

more reasonable. I think a more thorough disussion of this issue is neessary.

5. I �nd the point raised in setion 3.2 interesting. Is there a trade-o� between the

default of �rms as ompared to banks?

6. In the disussion of the in�etion point p. 33 and �g. 9�. the authors infer a

non-linear behavior out of three observations (low, middle and high) only. This is

not very onvining.
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In general, I would be interested in the role of debt for onsumers. In the paper, there

are two forms of loans: produtive loans to �rms and onsumer loans. The literature

disussing the reent �nanial risis has emphasized the role of private debt (f. e.g.

Mian and Su� (2010)). I have the impression that the positive role of banks emphasized

in the paper omes from the fat that they provide loans to the produtive setor. On

the other hand, exessive leverage of private households is identi�ed as a main driver

in the literature that tries to explain the �nanial risis. Can private households turn

bankrupt in the model at hand?! I do not �nd a referene to this in the protool on p.

11.

Minor remarks

1. P.4 to bene�t rather than to be�t.

2. In eq. 8 I would use the greek alpha rather the proportionality operator (∝).

3. The �gures often redit Authors as the soure. I think this is not neessary. The

data soure for the empirial values in table 1 yet should be provided.

4. The numbering of the setion does not make sense. In partiular setion 3 features

setion 4.1 et. I would also highly reommend to hek the ross-referenes within

the paper.

5. Table 2 only features simulation results. It would be useful to also have real data

values as a omparison.
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